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  Nomad Systems Group, LLC was founded to 
help bring the world of data driven applications 
to companies of all sizes.  We achieve this by 
using enterprise level development experience 
to provide our clients the applications they need 
to run their businesses.

So what is a data driven application?

  Data driven applications use, manipulate and 
analyze data to do some task.  Companies use 
this type of application all the time in the form of 
accounting packages, ERP systems, point of 
sale systems, statistical analysis packages, and 
much more.

Affordable data driven applications for an electronic world...

“To provide non-profits, small 
and medium sized businesses 
with affordable, database 
driven applications to help 
them improve their business.  
We will accomplish this by 
providing easily customized 
applications built to customer 
specifications using modern, 
enterprise capable 
technologies.”

Nomad Systems Group, LLC
Mission Statement

What do we offer?

  In this packet you will find information on several different services that we offer.  Each of 
these services are geared towards providing you with the data driven applications your 
company needs.

  Application Development services are offered to develop, modify or maintain your in-house, 
single and multi user systems.

  Web Application  services allow you to take the internet to the next level by moving your 
existing and new applications to a cross platform, browser independent environment, 
accessible anywhere in the world.

  Dynamic Content services can give your existing website a life of its own, while making it 
easier for you to enhance and maintain.

  Software as a Service products give you access to prebuilt applications at affordable prices, 
without the need for client installs.

  Website Hosting services provide you with an environment to run your application on with 
the exceptional reliability and performance that your company needs.
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From a little help, all the way to end to end development...

Requirements
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Design

Implementation
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Design and Build
Iteration

Implementation

  Our application development services are designed to assist 
companies who need help with their internal systems.  This help 
can take several forms, including:

●  End to end software development
●  Modifications to existing systems
●  Data extractions
●  Add-ons to existing systems

  Methodologies such as the waterfall model 
give you a highly structured development 
environment.  This leads to a high quality end 
product.  Others, such as Dynamic System 
Development Method (DSDM), a type of Agile 
development, can be very effective for projects 
with tight timelines and budgets.

  We are able to be as 
flexible as you need by 
supporting a variety of 
different environments 
and methodologies.

  Even the environments we develop in are flexible enough to 
meet your needs.  We are able to work in Progress OpenEdge, 
SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, Java, PHP, ASP, JSP and Perl.  
This wide range of supported platforms give us the ability to 
provide you with applications that will run on your existing 
servers.  If you don't have an existing server to run on, they can 
be implement on anything from enterprise to open source class 
platforms.

  We also support deployment to a variety of different platforms 
such as Linux, several flavors of UN*X, Apple and Microsoft.

  If you have an off the shelf package that you would like 
modified, we have experience working with Symix/Syteline, 
Varnet, Midas, AXXIS and Oracle Manufacturing.
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Make your data and application usable by the world...

  The world is quickly becoming smaller.  More and more of your internal and external 
customers want access to their information and applications from anywhere in the world.  
Already there are applications from online banking and stock trading, to knowledge bases 
and message boards.  Different systems are sharing data through web services such as 
XML and SOAP.  Each day more are added the ranks.  Don't let your systems fall behind. 

What are their advantages?

  There are several advantages to web 
applications, even for your internal systems.

●  No software to install on the clients.
●  They are available anywhere in the world.
●  Only need to apply upgrades on the server.
●  All the heavy processing is on the server.

Technology improvements

  Web application technology is continually evolving.  In the past, you used fairly basic 
interfaces, that didn't always perform the best.  Today, you get rich interfaces, where the 
users don't see pages refresh, and the forms look as good, or better than those you get 
in classical applications.
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  Static websites have the advantage of being simple and 
fast to create.  They allow companies to build complete 
web sites quickly and easily.  The draw back is that they 
can be very time consuming to maintain, especially if you 
want the content to change or the site to interact with your 
users.

  With our help, you are able to go that extra step, giving 
your users a dynamic experience that is easy to maintain 
and update.

Easily maintained websites with a life of their own...

What can be dynamic on your site is limited only by your imagination.  Take a look at 
your existing site, and think about what parts you would like to change for your visitors 
automatically, or by you just filling out a simple form.  Just to give you a few ideas:

●  Online photo albums
●  Comment blurbs
●  Customer quotes
●  Contact forms
●  File download areas

●  Links to other sites
●  News blurbs
●  Newsletters
●  Rotating pictures
●  Dynamic menus
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Cross platform applications without anything to install...

  SaaS applications solve these problems because:

●  The only piece of software that needs to be installed on a client is a web browser.
●  Since there are no other software requirements, compatibility issues go away.
●  All major operating systems are supported, even handheld devices.
●  License compliance is built into the application, all based upon your subscription level.

Online Help Desk (Available Summer 2009)

  How do you track the issues that your users are having?  These issues are never ending, 
from a light bulb out in an office, to a printer that has gone out, to a user needing help 
installing a piece of software.  We offer an easy to use solution for managing these 
requests.  Just a few of the features of our SaaS Help Desk include:

  Traditional software comes with a series of challenges.  It needs to be 
installed on the users machines.  Compatibility issues exist with other 
applications.  Licenses must be tracked for compliance.  Upgrades 
require access to all the client machines.  It performs differently on 
different machines.  But there is a way out of it...Software as a Service.

Online Form Management System (Available Fall 2009)

  The world is full of forms.  Order forms, new user setup forms, 
phone log forms, contact information forms, customer survey 
forms, and many (many) more.  What if you could draw your 
form out in your word processor, upload it to a web site, and 
suddenly have it web enabled so that anyone in the world could 
fill it out?  And you could view all the forms they have filled in, 
search through them, print them, and get reports on them?  That 
is exactly what our online form management system gives 
you...a way to cut back on the paper and to gather all the 
information you need in one place.

●  Unlimited number of categories
●  Automatic routing of tickets
●  Approval management
●  Multiple built in and customizable reports
●  E-mail notifications of changes
●  Built in paging for critical tickets
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  In todays world, your electronic 
presence is the gateway to your 
customers.  It gives them 24x7 access to 
your business.  But that presence is only 
as good as the systems it runs on.  

  To ensure you have maximum stability 
and uptime in your applications, we have 
partnered with a hosting and colocation 
company with a state of the art data 
center, providing a 99.94% and better 
uptime.  

Applications are only as good as the systems they run on...

  Our shared and dedicated hosting 
solutions all offer features such as:

●  Unlimited email
●  Server side anti-spam software  
●  Unlimited MySQL databases
●  Secure Shell (SSH) access
●  Unlimited sub-domains
●  Unlimited domain pointers
●  Perl and PHP scripting languages
●  FrontPage server extensions
●  Usage reports

  We offer services that can provide you room in a rack to run your own servers.  Or for 
processor intensive needs, we can put your application on a dedicated server.  For many 
applications, our shared server service can provide you with a cost effective solution.

  And on top of all that, we can run your choice of Red Hat Linux, CeNTOS, FreeBSD, 
Fedora, or Windows Server on any of our dedicated server options.
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